About us

Here at Toilet Cubicles Online we manufacturer all washroom products, for application in commercial washroom refurbishments. We offer a unique combination of manufactured products with matching vanity units and IPS ducting systems, to complement your toilet cubicles. Providing you with the complete washroom environment. We supply washroom cubicles for primary schools, high schools, colleges, office toilets, public toilets, hospitals and many more commercial buildings in the public sector.

We start with a working drawing or a simple basic sketch supplied by the customer. Our design team will then turn your purposed ideas into a detailed drawing. We feel this helps you visualize your order before you give us the green light to start manufacturing.

Our Constant Investment in state of the art technology enables us to offer fast lead times and deliver high quality products nationwide.

Our friendly and dedicated support team will help you take your project from the quotation stage right through to completion. Overseeing your project from order to delivery.
ECO Range Quick - fit cubicles specification

Our quick fit off the shelf Eco toilet cubicle Range, is perfect for a low budget projects, delivering nationwide. We manufactured our Eco range from 18mm nominal thickness high performance, melamine-faced chipboard with 2mm PVC edging. You have a choice of three colours – Light grey, cream or white.

All our cubicle sets come pre-drilled and supplied with all the correct cubicle fittings to complete each set. If your sizes don’t comply with our standard sizes, then don’t worry we are more than happy to help you by manufacturing your cubicle sets to suite your own requirements.

Features
• Exceptional leadtime nationwide
• Quick fit installation
• Easy to install
• Pre drilled panels
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ECO Range
Quick - Fit Cubicles

Our Quick Fit off the shelf Eco Toilet Cubicle Range, is perfect for a low budget projects, delivering nationwide. We manufactured our Eco range from 18mm nominal thickness high performance, melamine-faced chipboard with 2mm PVC edging. You have a choice of three colours – Light Grey, White or Cream.

All our cubicle sets come pre - drilled and supplied with all the correct cubicle fittings to complete each set.
Features

- Exceptional leadtime nationwide
- Quick fit installation
- Easy to install
- Pre drilled panels
- Environment - Dry room only
- Material - 18mm mfc
- Edging - 2mm pvc

- Floor clearance - Support leg adjustable 150mm
- Cubicle fittings - Satin anodised
- Cubicle width - 900mm per cubicle
- Cubicle height - 2000mm overall
- Panel height - 1850mm
- Cubicle depth - 1480mm standard
Selection Premium Range Cubicles

Our Selection Premium Cubicles provide you with a modern look by using high performance colours. You have a wide variety of colour combinations to choose from with an option to mix and match colours for a stylish look.

Manufactured from 19mm MFC moisture resistance core with 2mm PVC edge applied with PU Waterproof adhesive.

Features

• Material – MFC / MR 19mm
• Edging – Matching 2mm PVC
• Environment – Dry room only
• Colours – Variety of colours to choose from
• Floor clearance – Support leg are adjustable 150mm
• Pre-Drilled – All cubicle panels are pre-drilled to allow for fittings.
• Cubicle fittings – Powder coated dark grey
• Cubicle height – 2000mm overall
• Panel height – 1850mm
• Cubicle depth – 1480 x 1850mm
• Bespoke sizes – Made to measure
Solution Range
CGL Cubicles

CGL is the ideal choice for washroom solutions. Our CGL cubicle range is excellent for wet areas and are immensely strong to withstand high levels of daily traffic in high impact environments, providing you with a waterproof and hygienic washroom system.

Our Solution CGL Range is suitable for toilet and shower cubicles in hospitals, schools, nurseries, laboratories, airports, swimming pools and in retail environments. We can offer a diverse range of plain and woodgrain colors which is complemented by our stylish robust premium cubicle fittings.

Specification

- Non-porous surface
- Resistance to stain
- Easy to clean
- Resistance to chemicals
- Resistance to shock
- Vandal resistant
- Exceptional resistance to impact
- Colour stability
- Durability

- Material CGL – 12-13mm Compact Grade Laminate
- Environment – Wet room
- Totally water proof material
- CGL material is totally indestructible
- Floor clearance – Support legs are adjustable 150mm
- Cubicle fittings – Premium range powder coated
- Through fixed hinges for ultimate strength
- All cubicle panels come pre drilled
- All cubicles panels are machined to a smooth radius profile.
- Cubicle height 2000mm overall
- Panel height – 1850mm
- Cubicle depth – 1480mm
- Bespoke sizes – All made to measure.
Happy Feet Range
Childrens Cubicles

Our Happy Feet range is the ideal choice for young children, we have designed our Happy Feet range to be fun, bright and colorful. We offer shaped door designs with a choice of different screen printed patterns to choose from giving the washroom room a whole colorful feel once completed. These are ideal for primary schools and also childrens day nurseries.

For our junior cubicles, we can offer full height doors and panels for more privacy. Keeping with a colorful theme. Wide range of colors to choose from.

Features

- Material – Available in 19mm MFC MR or 13mm CGL
- Environment – wet and dry
- Door height – 1000mm (optional bespoke sizes available)
- Pilaster height optional – 1850mm or free standing pilasters 1400mm
- Dividing panel height – 1200mm
- Floor clearance – 150mm
- Cubicle supports legs are adjustable
- Shaped doors – Optional
- Screen printed – Choice of screen printed patterns to choose from
Shower Range
Leisure Cubicles

Our shower range cubicles are designed to be installed in wet environments ideal for leisure centres, hospitals, motorway services, campsites. By using a totally waterproof material, manufactured from 13mm CGL, not only are the cubicles totally water resistant, but designed to withstand high volumes of daily traffic and are easy to clean. We offer a diverse range of colours to choose.

Features

- Non-porous surface
- Resistance to stain
- Easy to clean
- Resistance to chemical
- Vandal resistant
- Totally waterproof
- Durability
- Material CGL 12-13mm Compact Grade Laminate
- Environment wet room
- Product is made to measure
- Floor clearance – 150mm adjustable
- Cubicle fittings – Premium Fittings
- Through fixed hinges for ultimate strength
- All panels come pre-drilled
- All panels are machined to a smooth radius profile
- Cubicle height 2000mm overall
- Cubicle depth 1480mm
Seclusion Range
Privacy Cubicles

Seclusion full height privacy cubicles is the ultimate choice for complete privacy. While providing durability and maximum strength with the design of full height panels from floor to ceiling. We believe this enhances the overall appearance of the cubicles for the modern look in commercial washrooms.

Features
• Total privacy
• Choice of colours
• Great design
• All made to measure
• Material - MFC or CGL
• Environment - MFC and Wet
• Maximum panel height - 2700mm
• Depth - 1480mm Standard
• Minimum floor clearance - 20mm
• Ceiling clearance minimum 50mm
• Cubicle fittings - heavy duty fittings
• Sizes - Made to measure
Our IPS panel systems are supplied pre-built for quick and easy site installation. Each section is manufactured to our customer’s specific sizes. We can offer full height, floor to ceiling or low level IPS sections all supplied and fitted with excess clips to allow you to maintain conceal pipe work services. Typically there are four sets of clips fitted to each panel and the matching four clips fitted to the framework.

All IPS systems are universal to suite all types of sanitary ware from wall hung basins, toilet pans and urinals Pre-finished frame sets are manufactured with minimal flash gaps between panels enhancing the look and feel to provide you with the complete washroom.

**Features**

- Fusion Metal Frame
- Flash gap frame ready assembled
- Easy clip on clip off excess panels
- Quick fit installation
- Excess panel material – Optional - 19mm MFC MR or 13mm CGL
- Sizes – Made to measure
- Excess clips – lift on /off clips
Health care sink stations

Specification
Handwash fixed stations have been designed as a stand alone one piece module. Full accessibility to any services using our hinged access panels.

Features
• Infection prevention
• Maintenance, fully accessible
• Ease of cleaning.
• All edges are smooth and radiused.
• No sharp edges.
• Colours available in our full colour range

Technical Information
• Up to 2800mm high
• 1000mm wide
• Available in CGL and 19mm MR MFC
• All supplied on a Fusion Metal System
Hospital Handwash Stations
We offer a choice of designs and a selection of attractive colour’s to choose from. All of our post form vanity worktops are manufactured from high pressure laminate which is totally water resistant, with integrated up stands and down stands, as optional. Complemented by matching base frame with clip off access panels to maintain services below. Our post form worktop designs are manufactured to either accept semi recessed or fully recessed inset basins.

Our vanity units are suitable for office washrooms, school washrooms, day time nursery’s & hospitals offices and in the leisure industry.

Features
- Choice of colours
- Highly durable
- Water resistant
- Easy to clean
- Sink cut outs by site installation team
Technical Information

- Worktop laminate – High pressure laminate
- Base frame material – 18mm MFC
- Excess panel material optional – 19mm MFC or 13mm CGL
- Height – 850mm overall
- Depth – 600mm for fully recess sink
- Depth – 400mm for semi recess sink
- Length – made to measure
Wall panelling will complete your washroom delivering a modern design and finish.

With full height panels floor to ceiling, ideal to hide pipe work and services.

The panels are easy to clean and will protect your walls, making a more hygienic environment. Available in a variety of materials and colours.

Features
• Easy to install
• Easy to clean
• Hides services

Technical Information
• Material – MFC – CGL – 4mm white rock
• Environment – dry and wet
• Maximum Panel height – 2700mm
• Maximum panel width – 2000mm
• Colour – choice of colours
Accessories

Cubicle Doors

Modesty Screen

Urinal Privacy Screen
Colour Range

Choice of colours available

- Powder Blue (U18001)
- Gentian Blue (U18059)
- Hydrangea (U17014)
- Natural Chalet Oak (R20038)
- Natural Sangha Wenge (R50004)
- Clay Sangha Wenge (R50003)
- Jute Grey (R48022)
- Jute Brown (R48021)
- Phoenix 1 Brown (F76037)
- Bellato Grey (F76044)
- Off White (U18008)
- Royal White (U11209)
- Magnolia (U11509)
- Bellato Grey (U11509)
- Dark Anthracite Fino (F76037)
- Gobi 3 Grey (F76044)
- Dark Anthracite Fino (F73010)
- Gobi 3 Grey (F73017)

FSC washroom collection®
Children’s Mirrors

Fun designed mirror frames to compliment our Happy Feet Children’s Cubicle Range.
Children's Mirrors

Cubicle Fittings

IB 12 Flush Face Plate
Indicator Lock

H10 Hinge

Icon 1 Coat Hook

L12
Partition Support Leg

Fixing Bracket
Happy Feet cut out range